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DOROTHY MERRILL

DOROTHY MERRILL, President of the Connecticut College News, is New Speaker of the House of Representatives. Dr. and Mrs. John Merrill, who are in residence wintering in New London, have been graduated from the American Community School and the New York University.

JANE GRISWOLD

JANE GRISWOLD, is the new Head of the School of Connecticut College News. She has been chosen by the incoming freshmen and juniors of the year, and has accepted the position as the chairman of the school for the coming year. She was born in New Haven, Connecticut, and is a native of the city.

VIRGINIA SWAN

VIRGINIA SWAN, was chosen the new Editor of the Connecticut College News. She is a senior in the school and has been chosen as the representative of the junior class this past year, and vice-president of the sophomore class this year.

FRANCES RUSH

FRANCES RUSH, is the new Managing Editor of the Connecticut College News. She is a senior in the school and has been chosen as the representative of the senior class this past year, and vice-president of the junior class this year.

DR. JOHN MERRILL

DR. JOHN MERRILL, is the new President of the Connecticut College News. He is a graduate of the University of Connecticut and has been chosen as the representative of the senior class this past year, and vice-president of the junior class this year.

Model League Excellent Reproduction

Connecticut Delegates Represent Sweden

"A thorough knowledge of subject matter not only academically, but a thorough knowledge of the attitudes of the country they were representing, made this Model League of Nations of the Connecticut College News a success.

This was the pith of the criticism, given by James McDonald, head of the Foreign Policy Association, at the Model League of Nations Assembly held at Brown University, March 2, 4, 5. He went on to say that the students for the most part "sunk themselves" in their country and succeeded in giving, not their ideas on the non-Japanese situation, the present World Economic Crisis, the disarmament problem or the revision of the Versailles treaty, but the views of the countries they were representing, as delegates.

This was the secret of the success of this year's Model Assembly. The months of preparation, the discussions, and the criticisms with which this Assembly attempted to carry out resolutions -with strict regard to the activities of the League, so that they might attain the attitudes toward both countries on the economic questions, by the reparations and the tariff. The delegates held up against any handling of the issues, and labored in self and side, during the discussion.

To attend such an Assembly not only to see the countries represented, without understanding the League or the issues upon which the League must act, is to waste the time of the delegates and the other delegates. The delegations were selected in order to prepare for the next Great Debate, and for the knowledge of the issues and understanding of the League. The Kennebec was relatively successful, but the views of the delegates were not carried over to the management of the college. A board of trustees in the college was supposed to have been elected by the students, and the entire program was kept in the hands of the trustees.

Amherst Week-End On Campus Pleases Many

Of all the songs sung by the Amherst Glee Club last Saturday night, the "Chorus of Power from Isalmas" was probably most eagerly awaited. It was the only piece not sung by the last year's chorus, and was composed by Dr. John E. Merrill, President of the college. This piece was conducted with an arrangement by the College Orchestra, and was sung by the Amherst Glee Club. The piece was composed by Dr. John E. Merrill, President of the college, and was sung by the Amherst Glee Club.

BOOKSHOP NEWTWORKS

Just as Mel writing paper in delicate orchid, rose, or tan. Screen books in bright red and yellow, in chintz and brocade. Colorful marine prints. A dash of spice, a dash of glaze. Brandy and Louisa, a bright red and green, bright and gay, a dash of spice, guarding stubby black and white pen. Beautifully illustrated French books, La Princesse de Clavel, Paul de Virginie, Cendrillon.

Amherst Week-End On Campus Pleases Many

Of all the songs sung by the Amherst Glee Club last Saturday night, the "Chorus of Power from Isalmas" was probably most eagerly awaited. It was the only piece not sung by the last year's chorus, and was composed by Dr. John E. Merrill, President of the college. This piece was conducted with an arrangement by the College Orchestra, and was sung by the Amherst Glee Club. The piece was composed by Dr. John E. Merrill, President of the college, and was sung by the Amherst Glee Club.
EDITORIAL

Mascot Days

"Three feet, Sophomore, three feet!" It is the battle cry of the week-end, for Mascot is in full swing. Mascot is our most original of college traditions.

When it first came into being, back in the early twenties, it represented all the competing enthusiasm of a young college. It extended over days, extended over days, the entire college ent

The second explanation is psychological. The Sophomore is either or both of the two classes tearing up and down in ecstasy. The only criterion of the shifting interest might be, that searching the campus is a more private undertaking.

There have been several complaints that the searchers have lacked indus-

Mascot was outlawed as dangerous, which hinder advancement. Many of them have been outlawed as dangerous, which hinder advancement. Many of them have been outlawed as dangerous, which hinder advancement.

The searchers have been charged with keeping the campus in a state of constant uncertainty, as is explained in the following discussion of the Sophomore:

Dr. Gerard Jensen
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One of the colleges participating in "Junior Month" has asked, for the benefit of all, to give us a form of "Junior Month" representative, that we give them a re-statement of the qualifications that should be demanded in every representative chosen.

The "Junior Month" is conducted by the Charity Organization Society, not for the purposes of any organized party, but, rather, for a wider interpretation of the true "Junior Month" spirit. That spirit is realized in its many fields today.

We believe in the value of the understanding it gains from the line of activities which are designed to save young people from the claws of the occupation pool to-morrow, Wednesday, at 4:15 until 5 o'clock.-Barnard Bulletin.

You never know where they'll turn up next.

We want the presidents of women's clubs during their age it gains from the advertised in its many fields today, but, rather, for a wider interpretation of the like-had been crowded into a group. Since "Junior Month" is not a recruiting effort, the Juni0r does not have them more aware of a responsibility to her college relationships and makes them more confident, that is theirs in maturely taking that view. "Chauvinist" and "nationalist" hatred have never come from the hearts of the people, Propaganda has gadgeted that. "It has reduced minds for its own ends.

If the hopes of war and the desire for profits from war were destroyed making away with the war, there would be no need for administrative measures.

Those who advocated moral disarmament must have been advanced with a war which would not succeed. To spend time on subjects which are inadvisable in the interests of certain banking firms who were ready yesterday to sell peace terms. Japan is the one who turned to(cls)." These are the gangsters of the world and as a result of war an armament can go away with them, the implied violence. Mentally, it has nothing to do with the prevention of real vengeance and scalars, the things that by their existence alone arouse chauvinism. It is impossible that profound difference, there is no similarity between countries or frontiers and land differences that are not to be settled by war, and arms, would plead for the Conference.

If "Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them who trespass against us."

This presents a problem of war and the desire for profit from war for the Conference. It is an important question to public opinion, it is because the widespread public opinion of the Conference, are the proceedings carefully and is less bayed up by false optimism. "We do not ignore the importance of security and moral disarmament, but we are definitely against substituting them for real disarmament."

People do not always look back for the cause of war in the proper way. People have accused the Soviet Government of being a menace to security, it does not belong to the League of Nations. These assumptions were made lightly, and were made by us who do not recognize the U. S. S. R. any more than it seems to be rather like the current war, that reason the Conference should agree on measures to prevent a second actual and real extinguishing of the war. The arguments that governments are forced to public opinion to pursue a chauvinistic policy. "Chauvinism is wrong, Mr. Litvinoff believes. The public will not follow actual disarmament, but it will be substituted for it only reason that the Conference should agree on things to be done from Disarmament than before.

The problems of the world is greater and less than in June, '17th at 6:45 P. M. in the Community Room. Everybody is welcome.

HELEN PAUL KIRKPATRICK.

The representatives to the Model Assembly at Brown Un-

Campus Life

How many are aware of what is going on around them? How many have walked along the newly cut trails? How many have visited the new outdoor theatre that will have a home in the coming semester? How many have used the student services in the new basement facilities?
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XRSTSONARV WORK IS NOT PROPAGANDA NOR PHILANTHROPY, BUT IT IS A SPIRITUAL AWAKENING IN THE INDIVIDUAL HEART.

The essential lesson is to practice the attitudes of openness and obedience toward the truth wherever it may be found.

MASCOT DAYS

(CONELOCTIC TOLL GEES NEWS - Page 2, column 1)

much more courage for the next people to offer to debate here at Connecticut College. Any person likes constructive criticism, but no one likes to be condemned.

In conclusion, we want to say on March 18 we are having the first Freshman debate this college has ever had, and we do hope that "1934" and any others who feel as she does will do all to make this debate a success by coming to us and giving us their ideas; but also we hope that nothing further will be done to discourage the speakers by destructive criticism.

DEBATING CLUB.

Mater... you're dead right. They're milder! It's no secret in tobacco circles that Chesterfield buys the finest tobaccos that grow... Turkish and Domestic... sun-ripened, mellow, pure! Chesterfields are blended first... then cross-blended... to make them milder... and milder still! There's no mistaking that rare balance of flavor built up by Cross-Blending. You enjoy it in every fragrant puff!

Even the cigarette paper is different. Cleaner, whiter, tasteless... the purest that money can buy. Listen, smokers... this is straight. You can't put taste in a cigarette... unless quality goes in, too.

Pass your verdict on Chesterfield's Radio Program, too! Nat Shilkret's 35-piece Orchestra with Alex Gray, soloist, are on the Columbia Network every night except Sunday, at 10:30 Eastern Standard Time.

THEY'RE M milder. THEY'RE PURE. THEY TASTE BETTER. They Satisfy
Outstanding Novels of the 20th Century

The fifth annual meeting of the Modern Language Association of America was held in Providence, March 3rd-5th. Miss Jeannette Dickie of Dartmouth College welcomed the delegates to the Friday session of the Plenary Assembly. There was mention made of the work which Brown graduates have done in the field of international relations.

Friday afternoon was devoted to committee meetings, one of which will be brought before the League on the following day, each committee endeavored to formulate at least one resolution to be debated upon by the assembled delegates.

Saturday the work of the committees and the Council was brought before the Assembly as a whole. Reports from Rome and the United States were admitted early in the session by the Credentials Committee.

The Rino-Japanese was brought up first, with a native speaking Japanese, followed by a Chinaman. In reply to the statement that Japan was merely trying to keep the peace in Manchuria, when Japan first intervened, Poland and Peru called for the severance of diplomatic relations, but Spain, advancing peacemaking methods, introduced a resolution providing for the cessation of fighting, insured by the League, for a report by the interested powers in Shanghiang on this action and for peace meetings between Japan and China, aided by representatives of other nations.

Many of the other resolutions presented were voted for or against, and no real discussion took place, and at the end of the session the resolution passed by the delegates of the League to the effect that there should be at the League of Nations a Permanent Commission with certain definite powers, was passed unanimously and referred to Committee of the League for further action.

The committee on Treaty Revision presented to the League the plan of settlement proposed by the Latvian delegation, and agreed that after a strong battle the day before, according to this plan the free city of Danzig would be incorporated into East Prussia but would remain free. A Polish control board would be set up by the Council.
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College Appeals To President Hoover

Four hundred and fifty members of the student body, faculty, and administration of the college have signed a petition appealing to President Hoover and Congress to signify to the League of Nations that the United States will support the League in any economic measures which it may take to restore peace in the Far East. A committee of students and faculty members, believing that peace can best be restored by the making possible of an economic blockade possible, urged others in the college "to support, after due consideration, the petition recently sent to President Hoover by President Lowell of Harvard, President Garfield of Williams, Newton D. Baker, and many other publicists of repute."

FACULTY AT CHAPEL

Winfield, Kansas (NSPA)—Because Southwestern College authorities threatened withdrawal of support if a certain editorial was published in the paper and sent out, Charles O. Booth, editor of the Southwestern Collegian, issued a "local supplement" in which he demanded that faculty members attend chapel services or revoke the compulsory chapel ruling. In the editorial Mr. Booth revealed, that although the faculty members made and enforced the compulsory chapel ruling for students, only one student to one hundred had been attending the services themselves. He also disclosed interviews with professors in which he said the services were not of sufficient quality to warrant the time spent in them.

Opinions of Leading Companies On Exams

1. "Twenty words—no more, no less"—Creme
2. "Exams—Harsh Irvington"—Lucky Strike
3. "Not even yeast will raise exams!"—Flishman Yeast
4. "I call it madness"—Russ Coolidge
5. "Don’t say Satisfy!"—Chesterfield
6. "Take a peak!"—Mission Confectionery Company
7. "Even your best friends won’t tell you!"—Listerine
8. "This is the announcement you have been waiting for" (Marks’ Creme)
9. "Go on, raveling on some debproperties"—B. Altman & Company
10. "Her only exercise is sitting at a desk yet she has athlete’s foot"—Ralph Absarona Jr.
11. "Encore"—Chevrolet Six
12. "Now the amazing benefits"—Health Ray Company

REPORT OF DELEGATION TO MODEL ASSEMBLY AT BROWN

(Coined from page 5, column 1) all of the League to administer railroads, there would be a joint conference of five Poles and five Japs along with a neutral chairman for economic understanding; the government would not be allowed to fortify within twenty miles of the boundary, and there would be a conference to try to get a treaty to uphold the boundaries. The German delegation argued that only German states should be incorporated into Germany, and opposed both at the conference meeting and in the Assembly, the Latvian plan. It was voted down.

TATE AND NEILAN

Hatters and Furnishers
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